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Phenomenological and Experimental challenges
 for the potential discovery of DEWSB
 at the LHC
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LHC beam injection ! 
 Present plans (still good possibility to change) are:
o
 
first physics run (typically 2 months) in 2008, 
 most likely at 10 TeV c.m. energy (start at 950 GeV)
 ramping to 14 TeV next year
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Events
more events and flash movies at:
 
http://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/OPERATIONS/prodSys/atlasoracleadmin/10Sep2008/beam/index.php
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 adjoint representations: MWTC, NMWT, UMWTC









BESS (see de Curtis’ talk)















• Vector boson pair resonance (ρT
 
) 
• New, heavy particles (technimesons, heavy quarks)
• detectable as resonance decays







o Î (semi)leptonic channels only viable
but BR’s are low
o
 




























+ 2 j, (mWZ
 
= 800 GeV) 
~ 35 fb
Î impossible to have MC simulations 
with sufficient statistics and with tail 
effects correct to that degree
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Chiral
 
Lagrangian, a bottom-up approach
 In absence of light Higgs, ewsb realized non-linearly
o
 





at low energies, interactions of quarks dominated by QED and QCD
 weak interactions are present in the form of current-current 
interactions (Fermi interaction) of dimension 6
o
 
at masses ~ mW
 








gauge boson mass terms violate the symmetry
o
 






 VB mass terms arise from k.e. terms of the Σ field
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anomalous couplings
 Assuming CP invariance, additional dim-4 operators are possible:
o
 
expansion of                        leads to infinite order representing a loop 







scale of effective theory =  TeV
2 2




ππ= ⇒ Λ =Λ
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VB scattering in ChL
 Assuming custodial symmetry 
o
 
only 2 terms describe VB scattering
o
 
One can map out the parameter space explorable
 
by LHC
 in the presence of a Higgs:
C Ruwiedel, M Schumacher, N Wermes,
ATL-COM-PHYS-2006-070
 and more generally
A. Belyaev et al., Phys Rev D59 015022 (1998)
O J P Éboli et al., hep-ph/0606118
restrict to 1 25 TeV.VVM <
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O J P Éboli
 
et al., hep-ph/0606118
0 0 1 1
4
0 1 for different couplings (W W W W ,W W W W  )' ' ' ' ' '
'






+ − + − + + − −≡ +
Δ Λ∼
L O O
Order of magnitude improvement over LEP, but still too large in case of light Higgs
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EW constraints






b Sut from pure technicolor
 
sector
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M. Fabbrichesi
 
and L. Vecchi, arXiv:hep-ph/0703236





large-N scenario, without and with 
running of coefficients  (P1 and P2 
regions)
assuming a heavy Higgs





Î vector and scalar resonance will be
the only characteristic signatures





must assume some unitarization
 




Î transform an arbitrary amplitude by taking Re(1/a(s)) and adding -i
K-matrix:   minimal model, corresponding to resonance at s = ∞
For the amplitude has a pole:
This becomes:




(Inverse Amplitude Method) 
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works well for meson scattering in QCD
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Dobado
 
et al., Phys.Rev. D62 (2000) 055011




VB scattering studied in 
MWTC: regions allowed where tree level unitarity is delayed to 3-4 TeV without 
inclusion of sub-TeV resonances (R. Foadi
 
and F. Sannino, arXiv:0801.0663)
 
BESS : see De Curtis
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Calculating and generating the signals
Effective W Approximation
Bosons emitted from the incoming quarks are treated as real particles
 
→ these diagrams form a gauge-invariant subset; they don't interfere with other
 






Possibly large uncertainty (A. Belyaev, 1998)
Goldstone Boson Equivalence theorem
At high energy (E >> mW
 




dominate and is equivalent to 


















amplitudes from                        applied to this process in Pythia
• MadGraph/MadEvent, AlpGen, CalcHep…:  full tree-level diagrams





Whizard: new generator, 2 → 6 matrix element 













A. Alboteanu, W. Kilian
 
and J. Reuter, arXiv:0806.4145
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(from J. Schumacher
A. Alboteanu, W. Kilian
 
and J. Reuter, arXiv:0806.4145
A. Dobado
 
et al., Phys Rev D42 055011 (2000)
Resonance masses
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A AA A AA
AA AA
typically: 
a few 10’s to 100 fb-1
required for discovery
 
of resonances of mass
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Search for a WZ resonance
 Definition of signal
o
 




cannot avoid including Higgs, or will have not have a gauge invariant 
set of diagrams
 putting mh → ∞ increases the VLVL SM contribution at high mass
Î include a low mass higgs (mh = 100 GeV)
Î follows definitions of V. Barger et al, PR D42 (1990) 3052
or J. Bagger et al., PR D52 (1995) 3878
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Signals
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SM backgrounds to WZ resonance
 VB Scattering:
 QCD and QED backgrounds,
mostly transverse vector bosons
= + +
other backgrounds: tt
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V + jets
http://cp3wks05.fynu.ucl.ac.be/twiki/bin/view/Library/MadGraphSamples
V + 4 jets,  V + 3 jets
-
 
all tree-level diagrams of order                                         
include VV + 2 jets,  VV + 1 jet, with one V decaying hadronically
-
 
ideally, need to perform matching between parton
 
shower and matrix element in order 





and in recent versions of MadGraph/MadEvent
-
 





this is important since V → j j  looks like one jet when it’s highly boosted
-
 
can (should) then consider the sum V + n jets, n = 0,…N
-
 
















detector simulation of jets:  typically ~ 15 mns
 
per event
4 1 2 3 5and,s w s w wα α α α α
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backgrounds
 These backgrounds have very large cross sections, 




at least one forward and one backward jet (|η| > 1.5)












(one central jet) > 60 GeV
o
 








(V) > 200 GeV
4 160 pb           4 85 pb
3 6 pb           3 3 pb
: ~ : ~
: ~ : ~
W j Z j
W j Z j
+ +
+ +
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O.J. Eboli, M C Gonzales-Garcia, J K Mizukoshi
arXiv:hep-ph/0606118
Large uncertainties in background cross sections
sensitive to choice of renormalization scale:
( )ttjσ
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V. Barger, T. Han, J. Ohnemus and D. Zeppenfeld, 
PR D40 (1989) 2888
Large uncertainties in background cross sections
at the Tevatron:
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heavy jet mass
 Highly boosted W or Z → jj yield single jet





can select jets with mass close to mV
 
but would like to be sure that 








algorithm on jet constituents and get y-value at which one 
switches from 2 to 1 jet ⇒ measure of subjet
 


















min ,a b ab T jet
T jet




J. M. Butterworth, B. E. Cox and J. R. Forshaw,
 
Phys. Rev. D 65 (2002), [hep-ph/0201098]
Method also suggested for search of heavy vector-like quarks
 
W. Skiba, D. Tucker-Smith, hep-ph/0701247
 
B. Holdom, hep-ph/0702037









jet algorithm, with R = 0.5
-
 
Cuts applied :  pT
 
(jet) > 300 GeV,




with signal efficiency of ~80%
preliminary
preliminary




also provide information on subjet
 
structure






W reconstructed from pair of jets or from single jet 
resolution ~ 10 GeV: need to improve, as background directly
 
proportional
→ investigating techniques to improve the resolution
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G. Klamke and D. Zeppenfeld, J. High Energy Phys. 04 (2007) 052
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Fwd jet tagging and central jet veto
forward jet tagging is sensitive to pileup effects
intense activity in the forward region at high luminosity can fake forward jets
at nominal luminosity, we expect ~23 min. bias events per beam crossing, 




no color connection between the two VB’s
Î reduced jet activity in the central region
efficient at rejecting ttbar, for example
will also be subject to pileup uncertainties
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preliminary
missing ET channel









discovery of 500 GeV, 800 GeV resonance in              channel
 
800 GeV resonance in          channel
• scalar neutral resonance: 500 GeV resonance in              channel
need ~ 200 fb-1 for 1.1 TeV resonance
Note:
• results have large uncertainties:
- statistical (MC samples limited)
- theoretical uncertainties in backgrounds (V+jets)
-
 
simulation/reconstruction software in development
Î possibly improved performance (efficiencies, resolutions)
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Technicolor
Studies now concentrate on generic signals
• need for Monte Carlo generators
•
 
need for guidance on parameter space to study 
(see A. Martin’s talk, for example)





large number of technifermion
 
doublets ND
















 contribute to unitarizing GB scattering at high energy
 contribute to S parameter, but not necessarily excessive
K.D. Lane et al,  PL B388 (1996) 803
 
PL B405 (1997) 305
 v /TC DNΛ
K.D. Lane et al., PR D60 (1999) 075007
 
PR D67 (2003) 115011
1 1 3sin DNχ ≈ ∼














(  possibly closed)T T Tρ π π→
cos sinT T LVχ π χΠ = +
GeV~Γ





 implemented in PYTHIA
 small S Î
105 GeV, 200 GeV
T T
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representative signals
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300 GeV, 330 GeV, m 200 GeV 2 4 fb
400 GeV, 440 GeV, m 275 GeV 7 2 fb


















= = = ⇒
= = = ⇒
= = = ⇒
5 σ discovery:
Backgrounds:
, , ,tt WZ ZZ Zbb
( ) 2sin
cos
T L Ld qq W Z
d
σ ρ θθ
± ±→ → ∝
PGS simulation
280 340 GeVWZM< <
clean signal, but low BR
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3T W Zρ ν→ + → +A






( ), ( )
( ) ( ) .
T T
Z W









BR’s vary strongly if 
T T W
m m mρ π> +
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GA, K. Black, T. Bose, J. Ferland, Y. Gershtein, 




T La Wγ γ ν± ±→ → A
Backgrounds:
, ,tt W W jγ +
- 10 GeV, 2 5
- 20 GeV
 - reconstruct 
- 100 GeV
( ) .



















( ) 21 cos
cos
T Ld qq a W
d
σ γ θθ
± ±→ → ∝ +




case of coupling of photon to two different particles
 
(discussed in J. Hirn, A. Martin and V. Sanz, arXiv:0807.2465)
Also evaluated in HTCM 
(Hirn, arXiv:0712.3783)
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GA et al, Les Houches
 
report, arXiv:0802.3715
T Zω γ γ→ → AA
Backgrounds:
,Z Z jγ +





















σ ω γ θθ
→ → ∝ +




290 310 GeVZMγ< <
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 discovering a technipion: 





decays principally to heaviest fermion
 
pair possible




high backgrounds, but good Z reconstruction and possibility of
 
seeing 3 resonances !
o
 
large uncertainties: will need data driven optimization
,T T Ta Z bqρ π± ± ± + −→ → A A
,T T Ta Z bqρ π± ± ± + −→ → A A
 (including 
Background
 100's of pb
s:
, , )tt Zjj Zbj Zbb
- reconstruct 
- 2 jets, (1 b-tagged, 1 non-tagged), 65 80 GeV


































,T T Ta Z bqρ π± ± ± + −→ → A A












discovery of ρT /ωT → μμ, of mass 600 GeV with ~1 fb-1 at LHC
o
 
more difficult to determine the nature of new physics:
 Z’ (from E6, for example:                , or           )?
 G* (KK state of graviton)?
 possibly use angular, rapidity  distributions, eventually spin 
correlations (in ττ)
0
Tρ + −→ A A





→ see A. Belyaev’s
 
talk
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0
Tρ + −→ A A
Z’
 















uncertainties in efficiencies, luminosity, …
NLO ew
 
correction NLO QCD correction and pdf uncertainty
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preliminary preliminary
0
Tρ + −→ A A
full simulation ATLAS study
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Tevatron
 






resonance would hardly be 
detectable in     channel
cross section at LHC ~ 830 pb!
 look at polarizations and spin correlations?
tt
tt
→ see A. Zerwekh’s
 
talk
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Tπ γγ′ →
A. Belyaev, A. Blum, R. S. Chivukula
 





has anomalous couplings to gluons
Î large production enhancement relative to SM Higgs
enhancement factors for 130 GeV P’ relative to SM Higgs
cross sections and 5σ-discovery (30 fb-1) at the LHC
 
→ same search as for SM Higgs, but can be extended to 
higher masses
1: one-family model 
2: one family model with 
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Minimal Walking TC R. Foadi
 
et al., arXiv:0706.1696, 07121948
 










T U D a
D
⎛ ⎞= = =⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠














possibility of unification of couplings
 Model implemented in CalcHep
 




being implemented in Sherpa
Characteristic features:
• dark matter candidate possible (Kouvaris’ talk)
• new heavy lepton → need to study
• light Higgs

















gives rise to resonance, similar to ρΤ
o
 
regularization of VV cross
 













rich phenomenology: heavy isosinglet
 
u-type quark, W’, Z’, triplet Higgs…
1WZ W WZ→ →
1reach for 300 fbHZ e e
+ − −→
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 isosinglet heavy top
o
 
in top see-saw model: 
condensate with top to produce heavy Higgs ~ 600 GeV
 
will be consistent with v
 
~ 250 GeV
 also found in little Higgs models









Yukawa coupling ratio λ1
 
/λ2







2 3 2 T
T t h T tZ T b W Mκ π
λκ λ λ











B. Dobrescu, C. Hill, PRL 81 (19998) 2634
 
R.S. Chivukula, PRD 59 (1999) 075003








⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞= − ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
L
B. Holdom, hep-ph/0702037, arXiv:0705.1736
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CDF/PUB/TOP/PUBLIC/9234
http://www-cdf.fnal.gov/physics/new/top/2008/tprop/Tprime2.8/public.html
Hint of a heavy top?
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Menu of processes to search at the LHC
0
0
(see A. Belyaev's talk)























A. Belyaev et al., arXiv:0809.0793
composite Higgs
heavy lepton → e ν  (long-lived?)
How do we determine the nature of the observed resonance?
• combine different observables














BESS: dileptons (De Curtis)
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Conclusion
 Dynamical SB scenarios have received less attention than 
they deserve, relative to SM or SUSY
o
 
need MC generators to encourage the experimentalists
o
 
need better understanding of backgrounds
o
 
need to know what parameters are allowed, reasonable…
 Some generic features and predictions 
o
 
VB resonance, also in VB scattering
o
 






extra families: leptons, heavy quarks
 With few fb-1, some simple channels, if we’re lucky,  could 
be discovered
combination of channels will be needed to understand the 
true nature of new physics behind the DEWSB
We need suggestions:
 
Thanks for this workshop
